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Abstract. The resultsof two ionospheric
simulationsare comparedwith eachotherandwith
ionosphericobservations
of the southernhemispherefor themagneticcloudpassageeventof
January14, 1988. For mostof the eventone simulationagreeswith observations,
while the other
doesnot. Electricfieldsandelectronprecipitationpatternsgenerated
by a magnetospheric
MHD
modelare usedasinputsto a physicalmodelof the ionosphere
in the successful
simulation,while
empiricalelectricfieldsandelectronprecipitation
areusedastheinputsfor thesecondsimulation.
In spiteof ionosphericsummerconditionsa largeanddeeppolarholeis developed.This is seenin
the in situplasmaobservations
madeby the DMSP-F8 satellite. The hole is surprisinglypresent
duringbothnorthwardandsouthwardIMF conditions.It is deepestfor the stormphaseof the
southward
IMF period. A well-definedtongueof ionizationis formedduringthisperiod. These
featureshavebeenreproduced
by theTDIM-MHD simulationandto a lesserextentby theTDIMempiricalsimulation.However,themodelsimulations
havenotbeenableto generatea storm
enhanceddensitywhereone wasobservedby DMSP-F8 duringthe initial phaseof the storm. The
differencesbetweenthetwo F regionionospheric
simulations
areattributedto differencesin the

magnetospheric
electric
fieldsandprecipitation
patterns
used
asinputs.
Thisstudy
provides
a
uniquefirst simulationof theionosphere's
response
to self-consistent
electricfield andauroral
precipitationpatternsover a 24-hourperiodthatleadsinto a majorgeomagnetic
storm.

1. Introduction

Cumnocket al. [1992] studiedthe ionosphericplasmaflow

An interplanetarymagneticcloud took 30-hours to pass the
Earth'smagnetosphere
beginningat about0000 UT on January
14, 1988. This cloud event is unique in that extensive
observations in the interplanetary field and in the
magnetosphere-ionospherewere made and hence enabled a
reconstructionof the magnetosphere'sresponsesto the IMF
changesassociatedwith the cloudpassage.During the first 16

as measuredby the DMSP F8 satellite underthe northward IMF

period. In the southern(summer)hemispherethey foundclear
evidencefor four-cellconvectionandwereableto identify how

these
cellsevolved
asa function
oftheIMFBy.Thisevent
was

furtherstudiedby Freeman et al. [1993], who found that in the
northern (winter) hemisphere undernorthward IMF conditions
the convection patterns were not well defined and the flows
were very irregular. In contrast, under southward IMF
hours
theIMF Bz wasnorthward;
forthefinal18hourstheIMF conditions,the standardtwo-cell convectionpattern existed in
was southward. A magnetic storm event was associatedwith
both hemisphereswith very similar magnitudesof electric
the later period, which was also punctuated by numerous
field.
They found that under strongly southward IMF
magnetic
substorms.
Because
theIMF Bv andBz componentsconditionsthe cross-tail magnetosphericpotential (as inferred
variedquitesystematically
duringthe 3i3-hourpassage,this from ionospheric measurements)exceeded180 kV. However,
eventis ideal for studiesin which the magnetosphericelectric under northward IMF conditions
the four-cell
southern

fielddepends
critically
onboththeByandBz components.
A
number of such studies have been carried out not only to

predict how the magnetosphericelectric field varies as a

function
of bothByandBz butalsoto validate
thesewith
observations

of the electric field.

hemisphereconvection pattern had a reversedpolarity and a
cross-tail potential of up to 80 kV, while in the northern
hemispherethe cross-tailpotentialdid not reversepolarity and
fell to a few tens of kV. Farrugia et al. [1993] studiedthe
distributionof substormsduringthis magneticcloudpassage.
No substormswere found during the first 16 hours, the period

of northward
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potential patternsin the auroral and polar ionospheres. Under
the most disturbedconditionsthesepatternsreachedbelow 50 ø
invariant latitude. Because of the slowly changing IMF
conditionsduringthe 30-hour cloud passage,the AMIE electric
field patterns vary quite systematically during the northward
IMF conditions. Under southwardconditions the pattern is
dominatedby the standardtwo-cell convection, but these are
dynamically modified by the recurrenceof substorms. These
substorms are typically separated by 50 min during the
southwardIMF period. The results of these AMIE calculations
are in good agreementwith previous studiesof this event that
consideredthe magnetosphericresponseto the magnetic cloud
passage. The magnitudes of the cross-tail potentials were
somewhat smaller from the AMIE patterns than those deduced
directly from the DMSP-F8 dawn-duskorbits,i.e., > 120 kV as
opposedto > 180 kV at the stormpeak [Knipp et al., 1993].
Another technique that generates or simulates the
magnetospheric electric field is a magnetospheric
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model. Using the Naval
ResearchLaboratory(NRL) MHD simulationmodelof the solar
wind-magnetosphereinteraction [Fedder and Lyon, 1995],
Chen et al. [1995] modeled the magnetosphericresponseto an
idealizedmagneticcloudpassage. The samesimulation model
was applied to the January 14, 1988, magnetic cloudpassage
event [Slinker et al., 1995]. Through this type of simulation
the electric field at the lower, or inner, boundary of the MHD
model can be mapped down into the ionosphere along
magnetic field lines. Thus patterns in the same coordinate
frame as those provided by the previous studiesare obtained;
indeedtheseMHD patternshave beencomparedwith the AMIE
patterns with good overall agreement[Slinker et al., 1995].
The slowly varying IMF conditions make this period ideal for
such comparisonssince on time scales neededto averagedata
(a few min for AMIE) andto reach quasi-equilibriumconditions
(tens of minutesfor MHD) the IMF is approximatelyconstant.
In this study the extensive knowledge of the
magnetospheric electric field, and to a lesser extent the
electron precipitation, is usedto drive an ionosphericmodel.
For this initial study the summersouthern hemisphere is
modeledbecausein this hemispherethe electricfield patterns
were observedto be well definedat all phasesof the magnetic
cloud passage. This simulation is then compared with

climatologicalionosphericsimulationsin whichgeomagnetic
indices and solar wind parametershave been used to select
empirical electric field and precipitation patterns. Satellite
observationsof plasma density in the topsideionosphereare
usedas a reference against which the model simulations are
compared. The ionospheric and magnetosphericmodels are
discussedin section 2. A review of the storm period centered
on January 14, 1988, is given in section 3 with thermal
electron density observations during this period being shown
in section4. Model simulationresultsare presentedin section
5, while a comparisonof theseresultswith the observationsis
given in section6. A discussion(section 7) and a conclusion

MHD simulation for January 14, 1988, based on the Naval
Research Laboratory Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model.
Second, the magnetospheric forcing is obtained from
empiricalmodelsof the electric field and auroralprecipitation
which have been selectedbased on geomagnetic indices and
solar wind parameters.
2.1.

Ionospheric

Model

TheTDIM ionospheric
modelwas
initially
developed
as a
+
+

midlatitude,
multi-ion
(NO
+, 02 , N2 , andO+) model
by
Schunkand Walker [1973]. The time-dependent
ion continuity
andm6mentumequationswere solved as a function of altitude
for a corotating plasma flux tube including diurnal variations
and all relevant E and F region processes. This model was
extended to include high-latitude effects due to convection
electric fields and particle precipitation by Schunk et al.
[1975, 1976]. A simplified ion energy equation was also
added,which was basedon the assumptionthat local heating
and cooling processesdominate (valid below 500 km). Flux
tubes of plasma were followed as they moved in responseto
the convection electric fields. The addition of plasma
convectionandparticleprecipitation modelsis describedby
Sojka et al. [1981a, b]. $chunkand Sojka [1982] extendedthe
ionospheric model to include ion thermal conduction and
diffusion thermal heat flow.
Also, the electron energy
equation was included by Schunk et al. [1986], and
consequently, the electron temperature is now rigorously
calculatedat all altitudes. The theoreticaldevelopmentof the
TDIM is describedby Schunk [1988], while comparisonswith
observationsare discussedby Sojka [1989].
In additionto the physical processesbuilt into the model,

theTDIM requires
severalinputs. The magnetospheric
inputs
for the TDIM are the auroral precipitation and convection
electricfield. Typically,the auroralelectronprecipitationhas
been obtained from the Hardy et al. [1987] model, and the
convectionhasbeenobtainedfrom the HeppnerandMaynard
[1987] models. Thecomputeralgorithmfor the Heppnerand
Maynard convectionmodel was developedat the Air Force
Research
Laboratory
(AFRL) at Hanscom
AFB (F. Rich,private
communication, 1990).
The MSIS-86 model is used to
represent the neutral atmosphere [Hedin, 1987], while the

neutralwind is represented
by the Hedin et al. [1991] HWM 90
model.

In one part of this study, output from the Naval Research
Laboratory(NRL) MHD magnetospheremodel is usedto drive
the TDIM. Hence the question of interface is reducedto

matchingthe magnetospheric
convectionandprecipitationto
the TDIM inputs. Of note is that neitherof theseinputsor
outputs are based on regular grids.

The TDIM

uses a

Lagrangiantechnique,whereplasmaflux tubesare followedas

they movethroughthe neutralgas. Hencethe TDIM requires
electricfield and electronprecipitationinputs at arbitrary
locationswithin the high-latitudeionosphere.Normally,the
(section 8) follow.
high-latitude ionosphereis defined as magnetic dipole
latitudespolewardof 40ø(occasionally
polewardof 50ø). This
lower latitude is determinedby the requirementthat the F
2. Models
region mustbe corotatingat this most equatorward
location.
In this studythe ionosphericresponseto magnetospheric Consequently,
no boundaryconditionneedsto be developed
forcingis simulatedusing the Utah State Universitytime- for F region plasma leaving or entering the model at the
dependentionosphericmodel(TDIM). The magnetospheric equatorwardboundary. Typically, this latitude would be
forcing is generatedin two distinct ways. First, the electric severaldegreesequatorward
of theequatorialedgeof the diffuse
fieldandelectronprecipitationpatternsareobtainedfromthe auroralprecipitationat midnight. In additionto the spatial
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requirements,there are also timing requirements. The TDIM
3. January 14, 1988, Magnetic Cloud Passage
solves the continuity, momentum, and energy equations Event
dynamically with variable time steps that are determinedby
Since a large body of researchhas been publishedon this
solar and geophysical conditions. During substormactivity, event,especiallyits solarwind and magnetosphericattributes,
the time stepcould be as shortas 10 s, but more typically it is thesedetails are not repeatedhere beyond the summaryin the
of the order of. tens of seconds, and it increases to minutes at
introduction. Figure I shows the history of four key
corotating midlatitude locations during quiet geomagnetic parameters
duringJanuary14, 1988. The IMF Bv andB:
conditions.

2.2.

components
asmonitored
by the IMP 8 satelliteare•hownin

Magnetospheric

Model

The NRL MHD model of the magnetosphere has been

the top two panels. Apart from a datagap between0100 and
0400 UT the IMP 8 data set is continuous through the passage

of the magneticcloud. The cloudis first encounteredat about

described
in detailby Fedderand Lyon [ 1995] and Fedderet al.

0000 UT with the IMF Bz goingnorthward
andreachinga

[1995a]. The model solves the ideal MHD equations for the

maximum northward value of over 20 nT at about 1000 UT;

solarwindandthe outermagnetosphere
(beyond3.5 RE). A

afterwhichBz systematically
rotatessouthward.
It crosses

nonorthogonal adaptedmesh is used, which maximizes the
spatialresolutionat the magnetopause,
in the ionosphere,and
in the geomagnetictail. By using a time step of less than 1 s,
the model is able to describeunambiguouslythe propagation
of fast waves on the mesh. Fedderand Lyon [1987] have
shown that the model simulates the important process of
magnetic merging in such a way that the reconnection rate is
determinedby the physical conditions of the solar wind and
the conductivity of the ionosphere, with the simulated
reconnection rate being insensitive to the numerical mesh

zero at 1600 UT and continues southwardreaching -20 nT at

about2100 UT. TheIMF Bz thencontinues
to rotatebackto
zero at about 1000 UT on January 15, 1988.

Hence the

passageof the cloud takes about 32 hours. The IMF Br
componentalso undergoesa systematicrotation from positive
to a longer period of negative;seetop panel of Figure 1. More
detailed

discussions

of

the

IMP

8 observations

and the

magneticcloud are given by Freemanet al. [ 1993].
From the ionosphericresponsepoint of view the lower two
panelsof Figure 1 show how storm energy is being deposited.
size.
The Dst index shows that during the northward IMF period
Of specificrelevanceto this studyjs the questionof how the from 0000 to 1600 UT conditions are relatively quiet with a
MHD model's
innerboundary
at 3.5RE is determined.
Fedderet magneticstormbeginningat about 1600 UT as the Dst rapidly
al. [1995a] and prior researchers
matchedthe innerboundaryto decreasesreaching -150T by 2300 UT. A magnetic storm of
a line-tying ionosphere, in the senseof Coroniti and Kennel this magnitude will lead to significant energy deposition in
[1973], and used a uniform conductance of 5 mhos. A more both the ionosphere and thermosphere.
This energy
realistic inner boundarycondition was developedby Fedderet deposition is associated with the enhanced magnetospheric
al. [1995b], in which the ionosphericconductanceis given by electric fields and auroral precipitation that occur during this
a parameterizedempirical model of both the solar EUV and period. Both these energy sourcesscale with the Kp index,
auroral precipitation ionization sources. The procedure which is shown in the lower panel of Figure 1, and a previous
involves using parametersin the innermostMHD meshpoints simulation has shown that the precipitating energy is
to computethe field-aligned electric potential which in turn proportionalto the squareof the cross-polarpotential [Chen et
leads to the characteristicenergy of the precipitating electrons al., 1995]. Since Kp is a 3 hourly index it lacks time
and the precipitating flux from the field-aligned current. The resolutionin tracking the growth phase of the magnetic storm
major improvementresulting from these parametersis that a from 1600 to 2300 UT. However, the increasing Kp trend is
dynamicauroralconductance
is obtained.Fedderet al. [ 1995b] consistent with the storm evolution.
demonstrate that in order to obtain the auroral dynamics
The Kp index doeshoweverindicate that the 0000-1600 UT
observedby the Viking satellite and the ionosphericcurrents periodis in fact not entirely a quiet period. At the time of most
inferredfrom the auroralA indices, the parameterselection for northwardIMF the Kp is at its lowest of 2. A Kp of 2 is not

theseionospheric-MHD
innerboundaryempiricalalgorithms quiet, implying a significantelectric field still exists. Indeed,
is of key importance. At this time, no feedbackexists from
the TDIM

to the NRL

MHD

simulation.

Interfacing the MHD output fields of electric field and
electron precipitation was discussedat length by Sojka et al.
[1997] and Bowlineet al. [1996] in the first TDIM-MHD study.
The MHD model generates solutions every few tenths of a
second which is considerably more frequent than the TDIM.
Hence the temporalcouplingis a matter of the TDIM selecting
the appropriatelytimed MHD solution. The spatialinterface is
not as simple. The MHD output is an irregular grid in the
ionospherewith roughly 400-km resolution. In contrast, the
TDIM simulationoutputgrid is an almost uniform 80 x 80 km
grid, whereasthe input to the TDIM is not a grid but needsto
be a continuous function becausethe TDIM follows plasma
flux tubes in a Lagrangian manner. Hence an interpolation
technique is used to determine the electric field and electron
precipitation over a continuous range of latitudes and
longitudes. At this time, no feedback exists from the TDIM to
the NRL

MHD

simulation.

the early period of northward IMF, 0000 to 0600 UT is
associatedwith Kp valuesof 4 and 5, which are quite disturbed
conditions. Hence, even in this long period of northward IMF
the magnetospherehas not droppedto a quiet state.
Above the top panel in Figure 1 are a set of 6 numbered
event markers

with their associated UTs.

These six times are

referred to repeatedly in this study as key phases of the
magnetospheric driver morphology as well as ionospheric
responsemorphology. Resultsof the ionosphericsimulations
will be shownin subsequentfiguresat thesetimes. Markers 1,
2, and 3 show the ionospheric evolution toward the most
northward IMF condition,

marker 4.

The start of the storm

growth phase is shown by marker 5, while the ionospheric
storm conditionsare representedby marker 6.

4. Ionospheric Observations
TheDefenseMeteorological
SatelliteProgram(DMSP)-F8
polar orbiting satellite made continuousobservations of the

20,672
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on January14, 1988.
Geomagnetic
Kp andDstindices,
andtheIMF Bz andBv components,

Selected
universaltimesareindicatedandlabeledat thetopfor referenc•throughout
the paper. The

IMF

data

gapintheBz andBycomponents
isshown
bythedashed
linefrom0100to0400UT.
topside ionosphere during January 14, 1988, with the SSIES
plasmasensor.The F8 satelliteis in a Sun-synchronous
dawn-

midnight meridianon that orbit. Data are plottedonly for
magneticinvariantlatitudesgreaterthan 58ø. For example,

dusk orbit at an altitude of 840 km. Because of the Earth's
the strip for orbit 9 is relatively short, becauseorbit 9, at
rotation and the offset of the magnetic dipole axis from the 1450 UT, missesthe magneticpolar cap (see Figure2) and
rotation axis, the satellite trajectory changesfrom orbit to spenta relatively short time above 58ø invariant latitude. The
orbit in the magneticframe. This variation of the F8 orbit on invariant latitudelimit of 58ø is chosento correspond
to the
January14, 1988, in the southernhemisphereis shown in lowest latitude of the MHD simulation and hence defines the
Figure 2. For clarity, Figure 2 has been split into two regionof relevancefor modeldata comparisons.
magneticpolar plots so that orbit paths do not overlap. Each
In Plate 1 the logarithmof the observedelectrondensityat
orbit path is labeledwith the corresponding
UT as the satellite 840 km is color codedover 1.5 ordersof magnitude.The 1-s
crosses the noon-midnight meridian. During the 24-hour electrondensityobservationshave been averagedover 20-s
periodthe satellite passesvery near to the magneticpole at beforebeingplotted. This 20-s averagecorresponds
to about
about0800 UT and againat 2320 UT, while around1630 UT it 160 km along the satellite track, which closely matchesthe
is equatorward
of the cusp,missingthe magneticpolar cap TDIM output resolution of 80 x 80 km. For most of the
altogether.Table 1 lists the adoptedorbit numberschemefor prestorm, before 1600 UT, the density variations are
thisstudyalongwith the corresponding
UT shownin Figure2 systematicfrom orbit to orbit andrelatively unstructured
with

and a cross reference of orbit number and UT with the event

densities
ranging
from104to105cm
-3.Thehighest
densities

are found at the lowest latitudes. From orbits 7 to 9 the entire
markersidentified on Figure 1.
In situ electrondensitymeasurements
from the SSIES sensor "polar
cap"
hasdensities
reaching
4 x 104cm
-3.However,
this
are usedin this study. The special sensorfor ions, electrons is thetimeperiodwhenthe F8 orbit is just glancingthe polar
and scintillation (SSIES)packageof instrumentson DMSP is cap and could be in the daysidecusp region. As the storm

describedby Rich and Hairston [1994]. Electrondensity developsfrom orbits9 to 11, an enhanceddensityis observed
measurements
at one secondintervals are available along the
14 orbittracksshownin Figure2. In orderto presentthis data
set in a compact form, these densities are color coded and
displayedin a relativetrajectorydistanceversusorbit number;
see Plate 1. Eachorbit's data run from left to right as a
horizontalstrip. The strip is plottedas a functionof relative
distancealongthe orbit referencedto the locationat the center
of the x axis when the satellite crossesthe magneticnoon-

in only the dusksectorwith low densitiesin the dawnsector.

Duringthe stormorbits12, 13, and 14, an enhanced
densityis
foundonly in a restrictedregion of about 500 km inside the
polar cap. Elsewherethe densitiesare significantlydepleted.
Since orbit 14 occurs almost 24 hours after orbit 1, these two

orbitsare locatedin approximatelythe sameplace andcan be
compared to demonstrate the effects of the storm. The storm
growth enhancementassociatedwith the dusk sectors of orbits
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In the secondstudy a standardempirical approachwas adopted
whereby the electric field was representedby Heppner and
Maynard [1987] convection patternschosenaccordingto the

changingKp andIMF Br andBz conditions;
andelectron
precipitationwasderivedFromthe Hardyet al. [ 1987] model

/

- -80

O6OO

.

accordingto the Kp index. During the event these indicesand
solar wind parametersare slowly changing, hence it can be
arguedthat snapshot empirical patterns may be reasonably
representativeof the prevailing conditions.
Figure 3 shows equipotential contour plots of six
magnetosphericelectric fields (with corotation added)for the
MHD inputs(Figure3a) and empirical inputs (Figure 3b). The
timesof the six snapshots(panels) are those of the six event
markersidentified in Figure 1 and Table 1. The equipotential
contours, which are spacedat 10-kV intervals, correspondto
plasma flow trajectories, or at least the instantaneous flow
pattern. The general circulation directions have been
identified by arrows on some of the trajectories; this is
particularly necessaryfor identifying a region of sunward
convection in the polar cap that moves acrossthe pole from
dawn toward dusk in the 0600 to 1100 UT period. The MHD
convectionpattern exhibits this feature most clearly, although
the statisticalpatternsdo havea polar cap sunwardflow region
that also crossesthe polar region from dawn to dusk. This
dawn to dusk drift can best be seen by focusing on the large
counterclockwiseflowing dawn cell in panel 1 of Figure 3; in
panel 2 this cell occupiesthe centerof the polar cap, and by
panel3 it has movedinto the dusksector,while in panel 4 it
has disappearedaltogether. However,the overall convection
circulationmorphologiesare quitedissimilar betweenthe two
modelsduringthe northwardIMF periods,panels marked2, 3,

oeoo

1800 ••0110
0250
-80

and 4.

During southwardIMF conditionsthe differencebetweenthe
models is more a matter of the cross polar cap potential
magnitudewhichis similarto a differencein electricfields and

-7O

-6O

hence
IE x B/B21
speeds.
At 1530UT,panel
marked
5, the
IMF Bz is justturningsouthward
but the Bv component
is
strongly negative; a strong two-cell pattern has developed.

oooo

The orientation of the two cells relative to the noon-midnight

Figure 2. Fourteen DMSP-F8 satellite orbit paths acrossthe
southern hemisphere on January 14, 1988, are shown in
magneticlatitude-MLT polar plots. Each orbit is labeled with
the approximateUT of its southernpolar passage.

meridianis consistentwith strongIMF Bv given that the
patterns
arein thesouthern
hemisphere.
The'MHDpatternhas
a crosspolar cap potential of 240 kV whereasthe Kp-driven

Table 1. DMSP-F8 Orbits on January 14, 1988

7 to 11 is probably the StormEnhancedDensity (SED) effect
reportedby Foster [1993]. The narrow regions of enhanced
densitiesfound in the polar cap on orbits 12, 13, and 14 are
probably cross sections of the tongue of ionization. The
presenceof thesemarkeddensity featuresis very significant
whentaken in the context that the southernpolar cap is in
sunlight duringthis event, i.e., January14 is summerin the
southernhemisphere.
5. TDIM

Simulations

Orbit Reference SouthernHemisphere,
Number

UT

Snapshot
* Event
Number

I
2
3
4
5

0110
0250
0430
0610
0800

--1
--2
---

6
7
8
9
l0
11
12

0940
1120
1300
1450
1630
1810
2000

---- -

13
14

2140
2320

6
---

3
4
---

5
---

The TDIM was run twice with different magnetospheric
inputs for the January 14, 1988, magnetic cloud passage
event. In both simulations the magnetospheric electric field
and electronprecipitation were varied in a mannerintendedto
representthe magnetosphericresponse to the event. In the
first study the electric field and electron precipitation were

*Thesetimeswerenotselected
to correspond
to anF8 orbitbutrather

obtained

a geomagneticcondition.

from the NRL MHD

model simulation

of this
,

event.

20,674
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Plate 1. Summary
of DMSP-F8electrondensitymeasurements
on January14, 1988, in the southern
hemisphere
poleward
of 58ø invariant
latitude.Orbitsarestacked
withUT increasing
upwards
on thevertical
axis. Horizontally
eachorbitis centered
at itsmagnetic
noon-midnight
crossing
whichis labeledzeroon the
relative
distance
axis.Themeasured
electron
density
isaveraged
over20 s andcolorcoded
on a logarithmic
scale.

empiricalpattern has only 52 kV. This differenceis further betweenthe two models. At 2130 UT, in the storm the MHD
-2

magnifiedat 2130 UT, well into the expansionphaseof the

model
hasa peak electronprecipitationflux of-25.9-1ergcm
-1
geomagnetic storm.
s , while the statisticaloval reaches8.6 erg cm s . Both
Thelow valuesof crosspolarcappotentialfor the Heppner energyflux maximaoccurin the postmidnightsectoraround
and Maynard patterns are a consequence
of using a 0100 MLT at 65 ø and 60 ø invariant latitude for the MHD and

climatological
modeldeveloped
forKp= 3+ conditions
being

Hardy cases,respectively.

scaledby a 3 hourlyKp index(seeFigure1). The simple
scalingrelationshipsbasedon statisticalstudiesusing a 3
hourly index can hardly reach 100 kV. During this storm
periodthe DMSP satelliteobservedpotentialdropsalong the
satellitetrackthat reachedvaluesover 200 kV whichimplies

(hmF2)areshowncolorcodedin Plates2 and 3 in the same
formatastheinputsin Figures3 and4. The firstpanelat 0230
UT is sufficiently
far into the simulation
period,whichbegan

the peak potential drop was probably larger.

Thesimulated
F regionpeakdensity(NmF2)
andheight

at 0000 UT, that these densities are not sensitive to the initial

These simulationdensities.This is because
the polarionosphere
is

magnitudes
are still somewhat
lowerthanthosesimulatedby
the MHD model. This questionof reconcilingthe polar cap

in sunlightand hencethe time for the F regionionosphere
to

come into dynamic equilibrium with the electric field and
potentialpatternis currentlybeingstudiedby a teamof DMSP- auroral drivers is somewhat shorter than the usual 5 to 6 hours
AMIE-NRL MHD scientists
(J. Fedder,private communication, in winter. The initial conditionswerecomputed
for the two
1998).
separate 0000 UT conditions respectively for the two
Morphologicaldifferencesbetweenthe MHD andempirical simulations. These were for Kp 4 disturbedconditions
modelsare foundfor the electronprecipitation
shownin Figure indicating that even in sunlight at 0000 UT the two initial

4. Duringthe transitionfromIMF Bz zeroto strongly conditionsweredifferent. During the following 2.5 hours
northward, panels marked 1 to 4, the two models evolve

theseinitial differences
wereto a largeextentoverridden
by
thedifferentelectricfieldsandauroralprecipitation
patternsin
levels
belowthelowest
greyscaleshade,
0.25ergcm-2s-1as thetwosimulations.Hencethe difference
in the first panelof
theIMF goesnorthwardanda regionof weakprecipitationis the two simulationsis mainly the resultof differencesin their
foundin the polar cap. This trend is not presentin the respectivefirst 2.5 hours of magnetospheric
inputs. This
empiricalmodelsincethat modelwasdeveloped
as an average dependence
uponthe inputsshownin Figures3 and 4 holds for
differently. The MHD auroraloval reducesto energy flux

model over all IMF orientations. The presenceof weak all the TDIM results presentedin Plates 2 and 3. The MHDprecipitation in the polar cap is not inconsistent with IMF drivenTDIM simulationhas resultedin considerablylower
northwardconditions. During the southwardIMF period polar cap densities. Plate 3 comparesthe MHD driven TDIM
representedby panels marked 5 and 6, the conventional oval
versusthe empirically drivenTDIM, i.e., the top six panels
dominates although there are still significant differences with theircorresponding
panelin the bottomsix. Duringthe
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Plate 2. Comparison
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Snapshotsare shown at the six selectedUTs identified in Figure 1.
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northwardIMF period, in the vicinity of the magnetic pole,

either

NmF
2decreases
tobelow
105
cm
-3fortheMHD
case
and
only

Plate3 showshmF
2 to be higherin the MHD case,while a

simulation results need to be comparedwith the 14 orbits of
DMSP-F8 electron density at 840 km discussedin section 4.
To do this, TDIM simulations need to be carded out along the
14 DMSP-F8 orbit pathsshownin Figure 2. Plate 4 shows the
comparison for orbit 13 (2140 UT), correspondingto the
eventmark 6 of Figures1, 3, 4 and Plates 2 and 3. As already
mentionedin section4, this is the time during the storm phase
when DMSP-F8 encountereda narrow enhanceddensity region,
or TOI, in the polar cap. The MHD-TDIM simulation, Plate 2

density depletion would more likely be associatedwith a

top panel 6, also showsa well-definedTOI flowing into the

to2 x 105cm
-3fortheempirically
driven
case.Notethatin

this simulation the polar cap is in sunlight; hence these

relativedepletionlevels arequitesignificant. The sourceof
the extra depletion is dueto the enhancedconvection in the
MHD caseleading to higher ion temperaturesand consequently
faster recombination

rates. An alternative mechanism would be

associatedwith a lifting or lowering of the F layer; however,

come

close

to

the

20,679
real-world

observations?

The

lowering
of hmF2. In the IMF southward
turningstormphase, depletedpolar hole. In Plate 4, .thetop left dial plot showsthe
panelsmarked5 and6, the F layer over the polar cap is further
depleted. The largest depletionsare again foundin the MHD
,

case,
withdensities
falling
wellbelow
3 x 104cm
-3.Forthe

electron density at 800 km which can be comparedwith the

corresponding
NmF2 (top,panel6) in Plate2. At 800 km the

empirically driven simulation the correspondingdensities

TOI is well defined and flows deep into the polar cap, while o n
the dayside the densities do not appear enhanced. This is

readilyattributedto the enhancedelectricfields; seeFigure3,

valuesbelow but also on the topside scale height (the plasma

remain
above6 x 104cm-3. Thisstormfeature
difference
is because
the densityat 840 km depends
not only on the NmF2
panels5 and6. TheMHD electricfieldsare significantly temperature). Hence, in the polar cap a region of very high
larger than the empirical ones, leadingto greaterheating and
densityreductionin the MHD case. Midlatitudedensitiesare
ß

flow existslea•ingto highertemperatures
andhencerelatively

enhanceddensities at 840 km. These ion temperaturesrange
from 1000 to 1500 K from the bottomside to topside F region
almostalways dominantin this region, althoughthe MHD and under quiet geomagnetic conditions. Under the disturbed
empirical storm convection pat[erns at the end of the conditionsthe ion temperatureis elevated, ranging from 4000
simulationare encroachingon this lower latitude.
to 6000 K nearthe F region peak and from 3500 to 4700 K at
Both simulations producevarious "weather"fine structure 800 km. Furthermore, because of the strong low-altitude
features. The MHD case develops a well defined tongue of
friction heating, the altitude variation is inverted from the
ionization(TOI) in panels1, 2, 3, 5, and6 of Plate 2. A TOI is usual cold bottomside to hot topside. The path of the F8
usually viewed as the 'featureresulting from high density satellite is shown on the electron density dial plots in Plate 4
daysideplasmaconvectingthroughthe cuspinto a dark polar as an arrow. A comparison of the electron density along the
cap, althoughin this study the entire region is sunlit. path is shown in the bottom panel of Plate 4. Both the
However,as has alreadybeen shownin section 4, during this observations (cross) and MHD case (red line) show a depleted
storma TOI is observedby the DMSP-F8 satellite. The TOI in
polar cap with a TOI in the middle. These two data sets have
theMHDcaseforpanels
marke
d 1, 2, 5 and6 is consistentalmost the same dynamic range and apart from a shift in
withthe ideaof high-density
dayside
plasmabeingswept locationof TOI can be considereda good equivalence. This is
through
thecuspintothepolarcap.However,
theTOI in panel especiallythe casewhen they are contrastedwith the relatively
3 doesnot follow this morphology; it is associatedwith the featurelessempirically driven simulation(green line). In fact,
sunwardconvection across the middle of the polar cap (see the major featurein this caseis an enhanceddensityin the dusk
Figure3 MHD panel3). This is a new TDIM feature,a reverse- sector that corresponds to a SED [Foster, 1993] in the
found to be similar for the two simulations
ß

since corotation

is

ß

flow TOI. The origin of the higherdensitiesis in fact still
daysidehigh-densityplasmathat'hasconvectedaroundthe pair

afternoon

sector.

Plate 5 shows all 14 orbits of simulated TDIM

data for the

MHD case (Plate 5a) and empirically driven case (Plate 5b),
reachingthe midnight sectorthis plasmahas been swept plotted in identical format to the F8 observationsin Plate 1.
sunwardacross the polar cap forming the TOI. Looking at Comparing the prestorm northward IMF periods, orbits 2
Plate 2, MHD panels 1 and 2 leadingto the reverseflow TOI, through 7, one finds qualitative similarities betweenall three
one can seehow the original TOI drapesaroundthe low density plots and distinct differences. In the low-latituderegions the
polar hole associatedwith the duskwardmoving reverse density is higher while the polar caps are depleted. The
convectioncells. In fact, MHD panel 2 almost showsthe full observations show a somewhatmore extendedhigher-density

of reverseconvectioncells in the center of the polar cap. On

flow history of the original TOI into a reverseflow TOI as it
drapesoverthe duskedgeof the polar hole towardsmidnight.
The convection geometry shown in the empirical patterns,
Figure3 panels1, 2, and3, wouldnot bring the TOI back into
the polar cap at midnight and hencewouldnot be expectedto
generatethis unusualreverse-flowTOI from a dusk sector

draped
TOI. However,it might be possiblefrom a TOI that
drapesaroundthe dawn sector. Indeed such a feature is
developedbut doesnot showa particularlyclearTOI signature;
rather the high density filaments tend to straddle many
convectionpaths rather than follow one path.

dusk sector, while both models show the dawn sector to be

higher.
The
dynamic
ranges
agree
verywell,from104 tojust
5
3
over 10 cm-.
The MHD (Plate 5a) differs from the
observationsin Plate 1 in two distinct ways. First, between
orbits 1 and 4 there is a high-densityridge featurethat extends
from the central polar cap at orbit 0 to dusklow latitudes b y
orbit 4. This featureco.uldin part be a remnant fossil TOI that

wascreated
by the initial MHD electricfieldpatternsincewe
lackedinformationaboutthe IMF prior to 0000 UT. A second
differenceis the dawnsectorlowest latitudesregion between
orbits 3 and 6 which have very high densities in the TDIM
model (Plate 5a) and yet much lower densitiesin the observed

6. DMSP-TDIM

Comparisons

case,Plate 1. In the TDIM casethesehigh densitieshave

convectedroundthe night side from the post afternoon sector.
Given that the two simulationsare quite dissimilarin their F This took more than 12 hours since these flux tubes are
layer morphologies, the questionto be addressedis: does corotating. Again, this puts the early time history of this
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region at a time prior to the simulation start when poor
knowledge of the actual prehistory is available for both the
convection and precipitation. For the empirically driven
TDIM simulation (Plate 5b) the major difference is the
presenceof high densities in orbits 6 and 7 that occur across
the polar cap. Such a densityridge is not observedat this time
althoughit is found a few orbits later. This ridge is dueto the
Heppner and Maynard convection pattern that is producing a
well-defined SED type featurethat lines up with the satellite
trajectory. This featurecan be seen in Plate 2, lower set of
panelslabeled 1, 2, and 3.
At the onset of the storm when satellite orbits 8, 9, and 10

are just skimming the cusp-daysideoval, the TDIM shows
highly depleted densities everywhere. However, the
observationsshow a dusk region of enhanceddensities, which
are probablyassociatedwith the SED regionthat Foster [1993]
finds that extends from the cuspto lower midlatitudesin the
afternoonsectoras a storm begins. Neither TDIM simulation
hascapturedsucha SED event.
From orbit 11 through 14 the storm has developed. The
polar region is observedto be depletedwith densities on both

thedawn
anddusk
side
dropping
wellbelow
104cm-3. In the
centerof the polar region,or just to the duskside,a TOI density

enhancement
is observed
withdensities
exceeding
105cm-3.

magnetosphere'smorphology, the subsequentimposition of
these electric fields and auroral precipitation into the
ionosphere,and hence that the ionospheric simulation is well
constrainedin the dominant weather inputs for this event.
The TDIM simulations contrasting the MHD and empirical
inputs are significantlydifferent. The differencesare on both a
large morphological scale as well as fine structuredifferences
suchas the TOI. In comparingthese simulations the dominant
F region input is the electric field, both in frictional heating
effects as well as transport effects.
In section 5 the
comparisonsemphasizedthe role of the electric field, while
the auroral precipitation patterns was secondaryin the F
region. This would not be the case in the E region where the
roles would almost be reversed. From a climatology point of
view this studyhas been carrredout in the summerhemisphere
which is usually viewed as being relatively smooth and not
sensitiveto weather, though this study clearly showsthat even
in sunlight significant weather featuresare imposed in the F
region ionosphere. A polar hole is created in both the
empiricaland MHD simulation;the depthsare clearly different
with the MHD casebeing at least twice as deep. Even during
the northward period, which would usually be viewed as
relatively quiet, the MHD model develops many weather
featuresthat are basedon highly depressed
F region densities.

In this case the MHD reverse convection cells achieve 80 kV, a
These observations are well reproducedby the MHD-TDIM
simulation. This agreementcontinuesover three orbits, or 4 cross-tail potential magnitude normally associated with
hours, and occurs during a major storm. The Dst is below disturbedionospheric features. These includethe new reverse
-100T, and the Kp is above 6. There is no equivalent flow TOI feature.
Overall confidencein the TDIMs marked summerionosphere
agreementbetween the empirically driven TDIM simulations
and observations.
responseto the MHD magnetosphericdrivers is given by the
comparisonswith the DMSP-F8 electron density observations
at 840 km. Both weather featuresand large-scalemorphology
7. Discussion
agree well.
The period of disagreement at the storm
The magnetic cloudpassageevent of January14, 1988, i s beginning, F8 orbits 8, 9, and 10, also occurs when the
ideal for demonstrating ionospheric response t o satellite is skimming the dayside auroral oval.
This
magnetosphericforcing in several different ways. First, the discrepancyis an indication either that the simulatedelectric
IMF rate of change is relatively slow with a time constant of fields in both the MHD and empirical caseshave not expanded
the order of 1/2 to 1 hour. This time constant is almost the
equatorwardenough to reach the satellite or that neither
sameas that of the F region. Hence the casecan be madethat electric field is able to generate the needed conditions to
the changing magnetospherecould be approximatedby a producethe SED feature [Foster, 1993]. This feature needs
seriesof steady states,i.e., empirical patterns. This is in fact further follow up since it hinges upon how well the electric
the argumentused to justify one of the two TDIM simulations. field model is able to penetrate to lower latitudes, including
how it is shieldedby the ring currents,the physics of which is
Second, the magnetic cloud passage has a northward IMF
period followed by a southwardperiod; the complex, but missing from the MHD model and is not representedin the
substormfree, northwardperiod is not contaminatedby long- empirical model.
term ionospheric-thermospheric changes that result from
Althoughduringthe eventthe empiricallydrivensimulation
southward IMF storm periods. Hence the ionosphere's doesnot agreewith the MHD simulationit is only duringthe
responseto strong northward conditions lasting more than 10
storm period that it appears to be unable to generatethe
hours can be studied relatively straightforwardly. A third observed features. This is an oversimplification; the
reason why this is an ideal event lies in the extensive
empiricallydriven simulationresultsdo showpolar holes and

monitoring
of thesolarwind,magnetosphere,
andionosphere. tongues of ionization it is just that the magnitude,
This hasled to a seriesof researchpapersthat have interpreted
the magnetospheric response to the event [Cumnock et al.,
1992; Freemanet al., 1993; Knipp et al., 1993, 1994]. In
tt!rn, this has set the stage for this studywhich usesthe NRLMHD model magnetospheric electric field and auroral
precipitation patterns [Slinker et al., 1995] as drivers for one
of the TDIM simulations. This provides a unique first
simulation of the ionosphere's response to self consistent
electricfield and auroralprecipitation patternsover a 24-hour
geriod that leadsinto a major geomagneticstorm. Given the
favorable attributes of this event, an expectation exists to
have good confidence in the MHD representation of the

positioning,or orientation are not correct. Further work needs

to be carriedout to seeif more sophisticatedempiricalmodels
produceimproved agreement(e.g., the more recent Weimer
[1995] empirical convectionmodel).
This studyhas achieveda milestone in that self consistent

electric field and electron precipitationimposedupon the
ionospherehave driven an ionosphericmodel to producea
weather morphology that does agree with ionospheric
observations. Although not all encompassing this
magnetosphere-ionosphere study has demonstrated that

significant differencesexist betweenclimatologicaldrivers
andMHD drivers,evenwhenthe solarwindrateof changeis
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slow enough to indicate that climatological drivers might be
adequate.
8.

Conclusion
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